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Abstract: This paper presents a mathematical modelling approach for measuring the effectiveness of mobile 

applications. This research considers specifically the measurements of effectiveness parameters useful to 

express and estimate the overall effectiveness of mobile applications usage. As a result, a new and simple 

mathematical-based evaluation model for measuring the effectiveness of mobile applications, namely Mobile 

Applications Effectiveness Measurement Model (MoAEMM), was established. The proposed method 

integrates 23 metrics and 8 attributes into three criterions for evaluating mobile applications effectiveness 

including accurateness, readiness, and completeness. The model presented not only reveals the effectiveness 

measurements for assessing the mobile applications, but also provide a better understanding of the 

relationship between these measures. In addition, the findings can be employed as a new and concrete 

evaluation method with which to assess the effectiveness of mobile applications usage from the perspective 

of mathematical-based modelling approach. 
 

Key words: Evaluation method, effectiveness measurement, mathematical approach, measurement model, 
mobile applications. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

Effectiveness, in general is described as the capability of doing something successfully with which targeted 

objectives are achieved. Other definition regards to the extent to which the targeted problems are solved 

correctly. Both definitions were supported by many researchers in regards to the concept of usability, that 

relates effectiveness as a measure of successfulness and correctness with which the specified goals or sub-

goals of using particular system can be achieved [1]. Other researchers mentioned effectiveness reflected by 

the quality of solutions and error rates made by users in order to achieve certain goals [2]. The international 

standards also provide a broader guidance on effectiveness and define it as the accuracy and completeness 

with which specified users can achieve specified goals by using specified equipment in particular 

environments [3].  Most of these definitions focused on the devices and applications of conventional 

computing environment.  As innovations and new technology have emerged, there is a need to investigate 

the term effectiveness in more advanced perspectives [4].  

Nowadays, mobile devices are finding their way into anyone, anytime, anywhere and anything computing 

environments [5]. This is due to the devices significant advantages provided to its users, in terms of 

affordability, portability, accessibility and functionality [6]. The variety of capabilities of these devices has led 
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to tremendous expansion of mobile applications being designed and developed over the past few years [7].  

Thus, challenged the design and development of mobile applications towards superior quality, an important 

one is being effective, in order to compete in the market place [8].  However, due to the hardware and 

software constraints (i.e. small screen size, data entry problems, connectivity issues, and varying display 

resolutions), there are many aspects to consider for designing and developing effective mobile applications 

[9]. Such aspect that needs to be taken into account is a number of evaluation procedures for assessing and 

measuring the effectiveness of mobile applications among its respective users [10]. 

Overall, the study of the phenomena in the field of evaluating mobile applications is highly driven by quality 

perspective and concentrates primarily on producing useful and usable products rather than reflecting on 

measuring the usage effectiveness in detail. For examples, quality models developed, described effectiveness as 

the key factor in the development of successful mobile-based software applications [11]. Other researchers 

continued the study with the development of software certification framework and models for evaluating 

mobile applications effectiveness [12]. Meanwhile, Fadzlah et al. proposed the concept of effectiveness in 

assessing the usability of mobile applications usage [13]. Yet, only a few viewed as independent models which 

lay down general measures and measurements to demonstrate the evaluation of mobile applications 

effectiveness [14]. Most of them focused on evaluating the usability of very specific types and usages of 

mobile applications [15]. 

There are many ways in which evaluations can be described [16]. One of the current trends in evaluating 

mobile applications is using a mathematical modelling approach [17]. Mathematical modelling approach is 

the art of translating problems from an application area into tractable mathematical formulations whose 

theoretical and numerical analysis provides insight, answers, and guidance useful for the originating 

application [18]. There are several works done on evaluating mobile applications using a mathematical 

modelling approach [19]. However, none of the researchers concentrated on developing a mathematical 

model for assessing and measuring mobile applications effectiveness, in general. Due to this reason, the 

strong demand for developing a new evaluation method for measuring mobile applications effectiveness via 

mathematical modelling approach thus burgeoning.  

In this paper, a new evaluation method for measuring the effectiveness of mobile applications was 

proposed, focusing on measuring the mobile applications usage with mathematical modelling approach. This 

research considers specifically the measurements of effectiveness parameters useful to express and estimate 

the overall effectiveness of mobile applications usage. As a result, a new and simple mathematical-based 

evaluation model for measuring the effectiveness of mobile applications, namely Mobile Applications 

Effectiveness Measurement Model (MoAEMM), was established. This model extended the hierarchical 

conceptual and empirical relationship-driven framework developed by Fadzlah [20]. This framework brings 

together different measures in different hierarchy levels. Each level represents interaction with other level 

and impacts one another to measure the desired mobile applications usage.  

This can be explained as either none, one or more metrics could represent a single attribute. The 

combination of these metrics could be represented as the measures that contributed to only one attribute.  

Further, the combination of these attributes could be represented as the measures that contributed to only 

one criterion. Finally, these criterions are used to support in the calculation of the factor that can be 

concluded as directly affected the final measure of mobile applications usage. This is the case at every level in 

which could be represented as an M-1 relationship. For example, metric M1 … Mn are the input to attribute A1 

and criterion C1 is an output for the attribute A1. Consider if the value of metric M1, M2, … , Mn-1 or Mn 

increases so as the value of attribute A1 and criterion C1. Again, if the value of metric M1, M2, … , Mn-1 or Mn 

decreases so as the value of attribute A1 and criterion C1. Fig. 1 shows the framework consisted of criterions, 

attributes and metrics for measuring mobile applications effectiveness. 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical level of metric, attribute and criterion for measuring effectiveness. 

2. Materials and Methods 

 
Table 1. Criterion, Attribute and Metrics of Effectiveness 

Criterion Attribute Metric  

Accurateness Action Adequacy Error Prevented depends on the number of errors prevented correctly 

Error Detected depends on the number of errors detected correctly 

Failure Recovered depends on the number of failures recovered correctly 

Literacy Error Text Read depends on the number of texts read correctly 

Syllable Spoken depends on the number of syllables spoken correctly 

Word Written depends on the number of words written correctly 

Spatial Accuracy Target Identified depends on the number of objects identified correctly 

Input Entered depends on the number of inputs entered correctly 

Page Navigated depends on the number of pages navigated correctly 

Readiness Knowledge 

Acquisition 

Skill Integrated depends on the number of skills integrated correctly 

Problem Solved depends on the number of problems solved correctly 

Meaning Comprehended depends on the number of meanings comprehended 

correctly 

Reason Explained depends on the number of reasons explained correctly 

Individual 

Interpretation 

Answer Supplied depends on the number of answers supplied correctly 

Example Provided depends on the number of examples provided correctly 

Question Understood depends on the number of questions understood 

correctly 

Interface Acceptance Information Memorized depends on the amount of information memorized 

correctly 

Representation Recalled depends on the number of representations recalled 

correctly 

Layout Recognized depends on the number of layouts recognized correctly 

Completeness Goal 

Accomplishment 

Task Completed depends on the number of tasks completed within session or 

treatment 

Task Completed (T) depends on the number of tasks completed within an 

allotted time 

User Willingness Self Motivated depends on the number of users motivated to complete task 

within session or treatment 

Self Motivated (T) depends on the number of users motivated to complete 

task within an allotted time 
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The main purpose of this study was to develop a model describing a mathematical-based evaluation 

technique for assessing the effectiveness of mobile applications. As a result, a total number of 23 metrics and 

8 attributes and 3 criterions were identified having associated towards measuring the effectiveness of mobile 

applications usage. The definition of each effectiveness measure as well as the classification of these 

effectiveness measures according to its corresponding hierarchy levels is as shown in Table 1 above. 

3. Results and Findings 

3.1.  Effectiveness Measurement Scale 

 

Table 2. Effectiveness Measurement Items 
Measurement item 

Action Adequacy  

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … number of errors prevented correctly  

 … number of mistakes detected correctly 

 … number of failures recovered correctly 

Literacy Error 

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … number of texts read correctly 

 … number of syllables spoken correctly 

 … number of words written correctly  

Spatial Accuracy 

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … number of targets identified correctly 

 … number of inputs entered correctly 

 … number of page navigated correctly 

Knowledge Acquisition  

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … number of skills integrated correctly  

 … number of problems solved correctly 

 … number of meanings comprehended correctly 

 … number of reasons explained correctly 

Individual Interpretation 

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … number of answers supplied correctly 

 … number of examples provided correctly 

 … number of questions understood correctly 

Interface Acceptance 

(I think, it is important to measure the … within session or treatment or in an allotted time) 

 … amount of information memorized correctly 

 … number of representations recalled correctly 

 … number of layouts recognized correctly 

Goal Accomplishment 

(I think, it is important to measure the …) 

 … number of tasks completed within session or treatment 

 … number of tasks completed in an allotted time 

User Willingness 

(I think, it is important to measure the …) 

 … number of users motivated to complete task within session or treatment 

 … number of users motivated to complete task in an allotted time 

 

The iterative development of scales was designed based upon a number of 23 proposed metrics for 

measuring the effectiveness of mobile application. These metrics (measured and expressed in units) were 

collected and gathered by considering multiple theories to integrate both objective and subjective measures 
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for effectiveness evaluation. The original metrics were modified to address the requirements for assessing 

the importance of measuring the effectiveness of handheld-based application system and specific user tasks. 

For example, to modify the effectiveness metric into question, ‘number of skills integrated correctly’. Thus 

result, ‘I think, it is important to measure the number of skills integrated correctly within session or 

treatment’ question. This scales consisted of 23 items rated on a five-point Likert scale from extremely agree, 

slightly agree, neutral, slightly disagree and extremely disagree. The modification of the effectiveness 

measurement item is as shown in Table 2 above.  

A total number of 397 targeted participants responded. After exclusion of duplicate entries and missing 

entries (more than 3.27% of incomplete data), there were 384 valid responses. This study used list wise 

deletion for missing and duplicate data, therefore only valid responses were used. The perceived mobile 

usage competency of the respondents was high.  Results reported more than 50% of respondents somewhat 

agreeing, strongly agreeing and extremely agreeing that they were competent. 

3.2.  Weightage Extraction and Code Specificity 

 
Table 3. Weightage Value and Code Specificity 

Criterion Attribute Metric Weightage  Code  

Accurateness   .381 wEFF1 

 Action Adequacy  .322 wACC1 

  Error Prevented .446 wAA1 

  Error Detected .401 wAA2 

  Failure Recovered .444 wAA3 

 Literacy Error  .380 wACC2 

  Text Read .501 wLE1 

  Syllable Spoken .400 wLE2 

  Word Written .331 wLE3 

 Spatial Accuracy  .404 wACC3 

  Target Identified .364 wSA1 

  Input Entered .286 wSA2 

  Page Navigated .414 wSA3 

Readiness   .368 wEFF2 

 Knowledge Acquisition  .483 wRDN1 

  Skill Integrated  .580 wKA1 

  Problem Solved  .527 wKA2 

  Meaning Comprehended  .564 wKA3 

  Reason Explained  .463 wKA4 

 Individual Interpretation  .395 wRDN2 

  Answer Supplied  .553 wII1 

  Example Provided  .579 wII2 

  Question Understood .622 wII3 

 Interface Acceptance  .454 wRDN3 

  Information Memorized  .388 wIA1 

  Representations Recalled  .442 wIA2 

  Layouts Recognized  .309 wIA3 

Completeness   .304 wEFF3 

 Goal Accomplishment  .350 wCMP1 

  Task Completed .512 wGA1 

  Task Completed (T) .311 wGA2 

 User Willingness  .390 wCMP2 

  Self-Motivated .349 wUW1 

  Self-Motivated (T) .444 wUW2 

 

Weightage extraction was performed based on previous work regarding the identification and 

determination of measures for assessing the effectiveness of mobile applications. The scale was used to 
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gather information from respective users to indicate their level of agreement towards the importance of each 

effectiveness measure, based on their experience and perception. Data collected were entered into the 

statistical software program for analysis. Relationship evaluation test was carried out in the software 

program to determine the strength between measures in different hierarchical levels in order to assess the 

overall effectiveness.  

Formula for calculating the effectiveness of mobile applications could also be constructed by applying 

weights. Weight values were coded either as WATTm for representing weight value of metric, or WCRTa for 

representing weight value of attribute or WEFFc for representing weight value of criterion. The generic 

symbol WATTm represents the weight code of metric mth that contributes towards its corresponding attribute 

ATT. Meanwhile, symbol WCRTa represents the weight code of attribute ath that contributes towards its 

corresponding criterion CRT. Finally, symbol WEFFc represents the weight code of criterion cth that 

contributes towards measuring the overall effectiveness of mobile applications, EFF. The code specificity for 

each metric, attribute and criterion for measuring the effectiveness of mobile applications is shown in Table 

3 above. 

3.3.  Optimisation of Parameters 

 
Table 4. Codes of Effectiveness Parameters 

Criterion Attribute Metric Linearity Code  

Accurateness   C1●FEFF 

 Action Adequacy  A1●C1●FEFF 

  Error Prevented M1●A1●C1●FEFF 

  Error Detected M2●A1●C1●FEFF 

  Failure Recovered M3●A1●C1●FEFF 

 Literacy Error  A2● C 1●FEFF 

  Text Read M1●A2● C 1●FEFF 

  Syllable Spoken M2●A2●C1●FEFF 

  Word Written M3●A2●C1●FEFF 

 Spatial Accuracy  A3●C1●FEFF 

  Target Identified M1●A3●C1●FEFF 

  Input Entered M2●A3●C1●FEFF 

  Page Navigated M3●A3●C1●FEFF 

Readiness   C2●FEFF 

 Knowledge Acquisition  A1●C2●FEFF 

  Skill Integrated  M1●A1●C2●FEFF 

  Problem Solved  M2●A1●C2●FEFF 

  Meaning Comprehended  M3●A1●C2●FEFF 

  Reason Explained  M4●A1●C2●FEFF 

 Individual Interpretation  A2●C2●FEFF 

  Answer Supplied  M1●A2●C2●FEFF 

  Example Provided  M2●A2●C2●FEFF 

  Question Understood M3●A2●C2●FEFF 

 Interface Acceptance  A3●C2●FEFF 

  Information Memorized  M1●A3●C2●FEFF 

  Representations Recalled  M2●A3●C2●FEFF 

  Layouts Recognized  M3●A3●C2●FEFF 

Completeness   C3●FEFF 

 Goal Accomplishment  A1●C3●FEFF 

  Task Completed M1●A1●C3●FEFF 

  Task Completed (T) M2●A1●C3●FEFF 

 User Willingness  A2●C3●FEFF 

  Self Motivated M1●A2●C3●FEFF 

  Self Motivated (T) M2●A2●C3●FEFF 
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Lists of codes were produced to represent each effectiveness metric, attribute and criterion, presented as 

Mm● Aa● Cc● FEFF, Aa● Cc● FEFF, and Cc● FEFF, respectively. M represents metric, meanwhile A represents 

attribute, and C represents criterion, whereas F represents effectiveness as a factor for assessing mobile 

applications.  Based on the rank order for each metric towards its corresponding attribute, presented as 

Mm● Aa● Cc● FEFF, m represents the sequential series (m-th) of the metric, such as 1, 2, …, m, that contributed 

towards a particular attribute, a. In addition, presented as Aa● Cc● FEFF, a represents the sequential series (a-

th) of the attribute, such as 1, 2, …, a, that contributed towards particular criterion, c.  Finally, presented as 

Cc● FEFF, c represents the sequential series (c-th) of the criterion, such as 1, 2, …, c, that contributed towards 

effectiveness as the factor for assessing the mobile applications, in which EFF represents the abbreviation of 

Effectiveness. The linearity code for each metric, attribute and criterion for measuring the effectiveness of 

mobile applications is shown in Table 4 above.  

3.4.  Mathematical Equations 

An equation of effectiveness metric was formulated to determine the relative quantification of a target 

activity in comparison to a reference activity. The effectiveness metric expression ratio (Mm● Aa● CRDN) of a 

target activity is calculated based on the number of activities performed correctly (Εtarget), where the 

deviation is the difference between an actual activity and an expected activity (∆target (actual – expected)). 

This was expressed in comparison to a reference activity calculated based on the total number of activities 

performed (Εreference) and the total number of expected activities (Treference (expected)). 

Equation 1 shows a mathematical model of relative expression ratio in quantifying effectiveness metrics. 

The ratio is expressed as an expected versus actual target activity, in comparison to a reference expected 

activity. Ε target is the observed effectiveness metric of target activity transcript, Ε reference is the observed 

effectiveness metric of reference activity transcript, ∆ target is the deviation of actual – expected of the target 

activity transcript, and T reference is the total of expected reference activity transcript. The expected activity 

could be a constant and a regulated transcript, which means that for the calculation of effectiveness metric 

ratio (Mm● Aa● CRDN), the individual target expected activity, target(expected) and the reference expected 

activity, reference(expected) of the investigated transcript must be known, and only dependent on the target 

actual activity target(actual).  
 

(Ε target)  ∆ target (actual – expected) 

                                                                                                             _________________________________________________                                                                                                
(1) 

(Ε reference)  T reference (expected)
 

 

An equation for assessing effectiveness attributes of mobile applications was formulated by determining 

the relative summation of the product of weight and value in comparison to the average of weight. In detail, 

the attribute expression ratio (Aa● Cc● FEFF) of mobile applications effectiveness is calculated based on the 

total product of each metric weightage (WATTm) multiplied by the corresponding metric values 

(Mm● Aa● Cc● FEFF), and expressed in comparison to the average weightage of metric (WATTm). Equation 2 

shows a mathematical model of relative expression ratio in quantifying effectiveness attributes of mobile 

applications.  
 

m 

∑     wATTm (Mm● Aa● Cc● FEFF) 


 m = 1 

                                                                                                                   __________________________________________________-                                                                                                     (2) 
m 

              ∑     wATTm (Mm● Aa● Cc● FEFF) 

m = 1 
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Meanwhile, an equation for assessing effectiveness criterion of mobile applications was formulated by 

determining the relative summation of the product of weight and value in comparison to the average of 

weight. In detail, the criterion expression ratio (Cc● FEFF) of mobile applications effectiveness is calculated 

based on the total product of each attribute weightage (WATTa) multiplied by the corresponding attribute 

values (Aa● Cc● FEFF), and expressed in comparison to the average weightage of attribute (WATTa). Equation 3 

shows a mathematical model of relative expression ratio in quantifying effectiveness criterions of mobile 

applications.  
 

a 

∑     wATTa (Aa● Cc● FEFF) 

a = 1 

                                                                                                                    ____________________________________________                                                                            (3) 
a 

          [    ∑     wATTa    ] 

a = 1 
 

Finally, an equation for assessing the total amount of mobile applications effectiveness (FEFF), was 

formulated based on the total product of each criterion weightage (WATTc) multiplied by the corresponding 

criterion values (Cc● FEFF), and expressed in comparison to the average weightage of criterion (WATTc). 

Equation 4 shows a mathematical model of relative expression ratio in quantifying effectiveness of mobile 

applications.  
 

c 

∑     wATTc (Cc●FEFF) 

c = 1 

                                                                                                                  _____________________________________                                                                                (4) 
c 

         [    ∑     wATTc    ] 

c = 1 
 

4. Mobile Applications Effectiveness Measurement Model 

As a result of these quantification methods, a model, namely Mobile Applications Effectiveness 

Measurement Model (MoAEMM), has been proposed which suggests how mobile applications effectiveness 

should be evaluated. The model is organized by metrics, attributes, criterions and effectiveness as the factor 

for assessing mobile applications. For each attribute, the model describes relevant effectiveness metrics 

appropriate for measurement and potential evaluation measures. The classification scheme in Fig. 2 

summarizes the construct and the measures proposed throughout this research, and advance the 

effectiveness evaluation by providing a quantitative approach in assessing the general effectiveness of mobile 

applications. 

The existence of interrelations between metrics and attributes should be taken into account in determining 

the level of effectiveness of mobile applications.  Due to the linear and hierarchical structure of the MoAEMM, 

any changes to metrics will result in changes to the attributes and consequently on the overall effectiveness 

of the mobile applications usage. For example, a low score on the matric (i.e. Skills Integrated 

(M1● A1● C2● FEFF)) will directly affect the score of the attribute Knowledge Acquisition (A1● C2● FEFF) and 

results in significant implications for the overall effectiveness (FEFF) of mobile applications usage, and vice 

versa. 

However, to obtain the precise numeric value is as tangible as the likelihood of occurrences is impossible. 

Fortunately, exact figures for measuring effectiveness are not needed since the numbers are mostly used for 

comparison purpose only. Thus, prioritizing the effectiveness can be done by converting the values into 
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words or sentences with which the evaluator from various background and understanding can interpret the 

information accurately and comprehensively. 

Prioritizing overall effectiveness usage can be categorized into five distinct classifications (refer Table 5). 

The lowest level indicates the most badly absence or shortage of a desirable usage effectiveness whilst the 

highest level represents outstanding or fulfilment of a desirable usage effectiveness with high distinction of 

proficiency. It is important to note that prioritizing the level for measuring the effectiveness of mobile 

applications usage mentioned above is flexible and does not fixed to the stated figures. The scores for each 

level are open for customization and tailored to specific requirements according to the maturity of the mobile 

applications itself or based on the evaluator’s wishes. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Mobile applications effectiveness measurement model (MoAEMM). 

 
Table 5. Prioritizing Overall Effectiveness 

Score Level Status Description 

F
EFF

 < 0.200 1 Worst Most badly absence or shortage of a desirable usage effectiveness that results 

users unable to perform comprehensively 

F
EFF

  < 0.400 2 Inadequate Lack of a desirable usage effectiveness that results users with the least 

excellent to perform task 

F
EFF

  < 0.600 3 Acceptable Average of a desirable usage effectiveness that can be tolerable to be 

considered as good enough 

F
EFF

  < 0.800 4 Excellent Complete the specific requirements of a desirable usage effectiveness that 

achieves almost in a state of being practical 

F
EFF

  ≤ 1.000 5 Outstanding Fulfilment of all requirements of desirable usage effectiveness that achieves 

very high distinction of proficiency 

 

5. Conclusion 

Both the theory and practice of quantifying mobile applications effectiveness have been hampered by the 

absence of a thorough mathematically based model as a method for evaluation. As a result, this research 

effort has been in a position to derive a preliminary mathematically based specification and measurement 

scheme specifically for assessing the mobile applications effectiveness. The ultimate value for developing a 

mathematical oriented approach is to provide a systematic and quantitative method for conducting mobile 

applications effectiveness evaluation research. 
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